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Abstract 

This article is concerned with the derivation of numerical reconstruction schemes for the 
inverse moving source problem on determining source profiles in (time-fractional) evolution 
equations. As a continuation of the theoretical uniqueness, we adopt a minimization proce
dure with regularization to construct iterative thresholding schemes for the reduced backward 
problems on recovering one or two unknown initial value(s). Moreover, an elliptic approach is 
proposed to solving a convection equation in the case of two profiles. 
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1 Introduction 

Let 0 < a ::; 2, T > 0 be constants and fl C JE.d (d = 1, 2, ... ) be a bounded domain with a 

smooth boundary 80. In this article, we consider the following initial-boundary value problem for 

a (time-fractional) evolution equation 

{
(80+ - L.)u = F 

ofu = 0 (k = 0, I al - 1) 

u=O 

where the source term F takes the form 

in fl x (0,T), 
in fl x {0}, 

on 80 X (0, T), 

F(x t) ·= {f(x - pt), 
' · f (x - pt)+ g(x - qt), 

0 <a::; 1, 

1 <a::; 2. 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

In (1.1), by L. := ~:=l ~ we denote the usual Laplacian in space, and 1 · l is the ceiling function. 

The notation 80+ stands ftr the forward Caputo derivative in time of order a, which will be defined 

in Section 2. In (1.2), we assume that p, q E JE.d are constant vectors, and assumptions on the 

space-dependent functions f, g will be specified also in Section 2. 

As a continuation of the theoretical counterpart studied in [17], this article is concerned with 

the establishment of numerical reconstruction schemes for the following inverse moving source 

problem regarding (1.1)-(1.2). 

Problem 1.1 (Inverse moving source problem) Let u be the solution to (1.1)-(1.2), and w C fl 

be a suitably chosen nonempty subdomain of fl. Given constant vectors p, q E JE.d such that pi= q, 

determine one source profile f in the case of O < a ::; 1 or two source profiles f, g in the case of 

1 <a::; 2 by the partial interior observation of u in w x (0, T). 

Except for the representative evolution equations of parabolic and hyperbolic types, the govern

ing equation in (1.1) is called a time-fractional diffusion equation if 0 <a< 1 and a time-fractional 
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diffusion-wave one if 1 < a < 2. In recent decades, time-fractional evolution equations have gath

ered increasing attention among applied mathematicians and, especially, general linear theories for 

(1.1) with O < a < 1 have been mostly established within the last decade (see, e.g., [4, 13, 24]). 

Meanwhile, the corresponding numerical methods and inverse problems have also been studied 

intensively, and we refer e.g. to [11, 16] and [12, 14, 19, 20] with the references therein, respectively. 

Compared with the case of O < a < 1, initial-boundary value problems such as (1.1) with 1 < a < 2 
have not been well investigated from both theoretical and numerical aspects. On this direction, we 

refer to [24] for the well-posedness of forward problems, and [15] as a recent progress on numerical 

approaches to related inverse problems. 

Recently, it has been recognized that (time-fractional) evolution equations with orders O < a < 
2 actually share several common properties, which can be applied to the qualitative analysis of 

some inverse problems. Besides the time-analyticity asserted in [24], the weak vanishing property 

was established in [7, 17] for O < a < 1 and 1 < a < 2 respectively, which resembles the classical 

unique continuation principle for parabolic equations. As direct applications, this property was 

employed to prove the uniqueness of an inverse x-source problem in [7] and that of Problem 1.1 
in [17]. On the other hand, since hyperbolic equations exhibit essentially different properties from 

the cases of O < a < 2, the uniqueness for Problem 1.1 with the exceptional case of a= 2 requires 

special treatments and extra assumptions. The interested readers are referred to [17] for theoretical 

details of Problem 1.1, whose main result will be recalled in Section 2. 

By a moving source we refer to an inhomogeneous term in (1.1) basically taking the form 

of h(x - p(t)), where h : !1 --+ JR and p : [O, T] --+ ]Rd stand for the profile and the orbit 

of a moving object, respectively. In contrast to conventional inverse source problems, literature 

on inverse moving source problems seems rather limited, among which the majority focused on 

hyperbolic equations due to practical significance. We refer e.g. to [22, 23] for the reconstruction of 

moving point sources in wave equations, and [5] for the unique determination of profiles or orbits 

in Maxwell equations. Very recently, the stability for identifying orbits was obtained in [6] for 

(time-fractional) evolution equations such as (1.1) with O <a:<::: 2. 
Parallel to [6], the uniqueness for Problem 1.1 was newly verified in [17]. Aiming at possible 

real-world applications, this article is concerned with the development of efficient reconstruction 

schemes for Problem 1.1, which consists of three key ingredients. The first one coincides with that 

of [17], that is, reducing the original problem to a backward problem in which the unknown profiles 

appear as initial conditions. The second one follows the same line as that in [7, 9, 10, 18], which 

utilized the iterative thresholding algorithm (see [2]) to deal with the corresponding minimization 

problem. Finally, for the simultaneous recovery of two profiles when 1 < a :<::: 2, the last step 

is to solve a convection equation, which is reduced to solving a series of second order ordinary 

differential equations. 

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prepare necessary tools 

of fractional calculus and recall theoretical facts regarding (1.1)-(1.2) and Problem 1.1. The 

derivations of reconstruction schemes for one and two unknown profiles are explained in Sections 

3 and 4, respectively, and conclusions with future topics are given in Section 5. 

2 Preliminaries and revisit of theoretical results 

We start with fixing notations and terminologies. Throughout this article, all vectors are by 

default column vectors, e.g., x = (x1, ... ,xd)T E JRd, where ( • )T denotes the transpose. The inner 

product in ]Rd is denoted by x • y, and the Euclidean distance I • I is induced as Ix I = ( x • x) 1/ 2 . 

By £ 2 (!1) we denote the space of square integrable functions in !1, and let Hk(!1), Hg(!1), etc. and 
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wk,-Y(0, T; HJ (fl)), etc. (k = l, 2, ... , 1 E [1, oo]) be (vector-valued) Sobolev spaces (see e.g. [1, 3]). 

For the definition of 80+ in (1.1), we recall the forward Riemann-Liouville integral operator for 

/3 E [0, 1 ]: 

{
h(t), (3=0, 

Jt+h(t) := 1 t h(T) h E C[0, oo), 
r(/3) Jo (t - T)l-/3 dT, 0 < (3::; 1, 

where r( •) is the Gamma function. Then for (3 > 0, the forward Caputo derivative ag+ and the 

forward Riemann-Liouville derivative ng+ are formally defined as 

where o denotes the composition. Meanwhile, we also introduce the backward Riemann-Liouville 

integral operator as 

{
h(t), (3 = 0, 

J#_h(t) := 1 1T h(T) h E C(-oo, Tl, 
r(/3) t ( T - t)l-/3 dT, 0 < (3 ::; 1, 

and we further define the backward Caputo and Riemann-Liouville derivatives for (3 > 0 as 

/3 r/37-/3 dr/31 a =.l o--r- T- dtr/37' 
/3 dr/37 r/37-/3 

D =--o.l r- dtr/37 r-

For later use, we derive the useful fractional version of integration by parts. 

Lemma 2.1 Let h1, h2 E cral [0, T]. If 0 < o:::; 1, then 

1T (8'rf+h1) h2 dt + h1(0)(J}=°'h2)(0) = -1T h1 (Wr_h2) dt + h1(T)(J}="'h2)(T). (2.1) 

If l < o: ::; 2, then 

1T (8'rf+h1) h2 dt + h~ (O)(J~=°'h2)(0) = -1T h~ (D',f,=1 h2) dt + h~ (T)(J~="'h2)(T), (2.2) 

1T h~ (D',f,=1h2) dt + h1(0)(D',f,=1h2)(0) = -1T h1 (D~_h2) dt + h1(T)(D',f,=1h2)(T). (2.3) 

Proof. We recall the following formula connecting the forward and backward Riemann-Liouville 

integral operators (see [7, Lemma 4.1]) 

1T (Jt+h1) h2 dt = 1T h1 (J#_h2) dt, 0 < (3::; 1, h1, h2 E C[0, T], 

which can be easily verified by direct calculation. Then for 0 < o: ::; 1, we employ the above 

formula and the usual integration by parts to derive 

1T (8'rf+h1) h2 dt = 1T (JJ-;_"'h~) h2 dt = 1T h~ (Jj,="'h2) dt 

= [h (.ll-ah )]T -1T h (.ll-ah )'dt 1 T- 2 o 1 T- 2 
0 

= h1(T)(J}="'h2)(T) - h1(0)(J}=°'h2)(0) -1T h1 (D~_h2)dt 

for h1,h2 E C 1[0,T], which gives (2.1). The derivations of (2.2)-(2.3) are similar and we omit the 

proofs here. • 
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Next, following the same line as [17], we specify the key assumption on the source term (1.2) 
and the observation subdomain w as 

U {(suppf+pt)U(suppg+qt)}ccn, f,gEHJ'°'7(n), ow~on. (2.4) 
0<'.,t<'.,T 

In other words, it is assumed that the source term F defined in (1.2) is compactly supported in 

n x [0, T] and is sufficiently smooth. Especially, we can suppose f, g E Hg (n) for 1 < a ::::; 2 

since f, g have compact supports in n. Here for simplicity, w is also assumed to surround the 

whole boundary of n in the case of a = 1. For readers' better understanding, we illustrate the 

geometrical aspect of (2.4) in Figure 1. 

suppg +qT 

Figure 1: An illustration of the geometrical assumptions on the moving source (1.2) and the 
subdomain w. 

Based on the above assumptions, now we state the well-posedness results concerning (1.1)-(1.2), 
which are slightly modified from [17, Lemma 2.2] to fit into the framework of Sections 3-4. 

Lemma 2.2 Let u be the solution to (1.1)-(1.2), where the profiles f, g satisfy the key assump

tion (2.4). Then the following statements hold true. 

(a) If 0 < a ::::; 1, then u E L 00 (0, T; H 2 (Q) n HJ(n)) and 8tu E £1'(0, T; HJ(Q)), where 

1 E (1, l~a) is arbitrarily fixed and we interpret l~a = oo for a= 1. 
(b) /fl< a::::; 2, then u E L 00 (0,T;H3 (Q) nHJ(n)), OtU E L 00 (0,T;H 2 (Q) nHJ(n)) and 

o'fu E P(O, T; HJ(n)), where I E (1, 2~") is arbitrarily fixed and we interpret 2~" = oo for a= 2. 

Compared with [17, Lemma 2.2], the time regularity of af "1 u is improved in Lemma 2.2. Such 

an improvement is straightforward and we omit the detail here. 

Finally, we close this section by recalling the uniqueness result for Problem 1.1 obtained in [17, 
Theorem 2.4]. Thanks to the linearity of Problem 1.1, it suffices to assume u = 0 in w x (0, T). 

Lemma 2.3 Let u be the solution to (1.1)-(1.2), where the profiles f, g and the subdomain w 

satisfy the key assumption (2.4). 

(a) If 0 < a ::::; 1, then u = 0 in w x (0, T) implies f = 0 in n. 
(b) In the case of 1 < a ::::; 2, we additionally require T > 2 diam(n) if a= 2. Then u = 0 in 

w x (0, T) implies f = g = 0 inn. 

3 Iterative thresholding scheme for one unknown profile 

This section is devoted to the construction of a numerical inversion scheme for Problem 1.1 

on identifying a single profile via a minimization procedure. In the basic formulation (1.2) and 

Problem 1.1, we assumed two profiles f, g for 1 < a ::::; 2, which definitely includes the case and 

the determination of a single profile. Nevertheless, from a numerical viewpoint, the recovery of 

a single profile for 1 < a ::::; 2 also deserves consideration at least as a prototype of that of two 
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profiles. Therefore, independent of the theoretical formulation, in this section we will consider the 

initial-boundary value problem 

{ 
(~o+ - 1:,):(x, t).: f(x - pt), 
atu(x,0)- 0 (k-0, 1al -l), 

u(x, t) = 0, 

(x, t) E n x (0, T), 
X En, 
(x, t) E an x (0, T), 

(3.1) 

where O < a ::; 2 and f E HJ(n). To emphasize the dependence, we will denote the solution to 

(3.1) by u(f). 
Let !true E HJ(n) be the true profile and u8 be the observation data. For technical convenience, 

we assume that there exists a, E (1, r,:i-a) such that 

u 8 E W 1·'Y(0, T; H 1 (w)), lluUtrue) - u8 llw1,-r(O,T;H1(w)))::; 8, (3.2) 

which means that the noise in the observation data is bounded by 8 in W 1,'Y(0, T; H 1 (w)). Although 

(3.2) looks restrictive for observation data, it is essential for the establishment of the inversion 

scheme in the sequel. In view of Lemma 2.2, it turns out that (3.2) is tolerable. On the other 

hand, it suffices to add a preconditioning procedure to mollify the noisy data by some stable 

numerical differentiation method (see e.g. [25]). 

3.1 Case of O < a ::; 1 

First we consider the case of O < a ::; 1. Similarly to the proof of [17, Theorem 2.4], we introduce 

an auxiliary function v(f) := JJ_:;:"(8t + p • 'v)u(f), which satisfies the following initial-boundary 

value problem for a (time-fractional) diffusion equation with a Caputo derivative in time: 

{
(80+ - i:,)v = 0 
v=f 

V = JJ_:;:"(p · 'vu(!)) 

inn x (0, T), 
inn x {0}, 

on an X (0, T). 

Here the boundary condition of v(f) follows from that of u(f) and the assumption aw :) an. 
Especially, on anx (0, T), we know vUtrue) = JJ_:;:"(p·'vu(ftrue)) is approximated by JJ_:;:"(p·'vu8 ). 

Then for any f E HJ(n), we can freeze the boundary condition of v(f) as JJ_:;:"(p • 'vu8 )larix(O,T), 

i.e., v(f) satisfies 

{
(80+ - i:,)v = 0 
v=f 

V = JJ_:;:"(p • 'vu8 ) 

inn X (0, T), 
inn x {0}, 

on an x (0, T). 
(3.3) 

According to Lemma 2.2(a) and Holder's inequality, it is readily seen that v(f) E L 00 (0, T; H 1(n)) 

for any f E HJ(n). 

Now we set v8 := JJ_:;:"(8t + p · 'v)u8 E L 00 (0, T; L 2 (w)) and consider the following regularized 

minimization problem with a penalty term 

(3.4) 

where r;, > 0 is the regularization parameter. Here we notice that Poincare inequality guarantees 

the equivalence of 11/IIH'(rl) and IIV/IIL2(rl)· Next, we calculate the Frechet derivative of if>(!) for 

f E HJ(n) on the direction f E HJ(n). Picking a small E: > 0, we calculate 

if>(!+ E: 1) - if>(!) = rT1 v(f + E: 1) - v(f) ( v(f + E: 1) + v(f) - 2 v8 ) dxdt 
E: la w E: 
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Taking difference between the initial-boundary value problems of v(f + c: 1) and v(f), we see that 

a further auxiliary function w(l) := (v(f + c: 1) - v(f))/c: satisfies 

{
(ao+=L)w=0 innx(0,T), 
w = f inn x {0}, 

w = 0 on an x (0, T). 

By linearity, we have w(l) E £ 00 (0, T; HJ(n)). Then we deduce 

<I>'(f)l = lim iJ>(f + c: 1) - <I>(f) 
2 e-+0 2c 

= ~ 1Ti w(l) (!~ v(f + c: 1) + v(f) - 2v") dxdt +,_lo VJ- VJ dx 

(3.5) 

= 1Ti w(l) ( v(f) - v0) dxdt - ,_ lo 1 .6.f dx, (3.6) 

where we observed v(f + c: 1) ---+ v(f) in £ 1 (0, T; L2 (w)) as c: • 0 by the continuous dependence 
of the solution to (3.3) upon the initial value. Here we understand .6.f E H- 1 (n) and that the 

inner product J0 1 Lf dx stands for the duality pairing H-' (.6.f, J) H/i. 

Now it remains to derive the explicit form of <I>'(f). To this end, we introduce the backward 

problem 

{
(D;J,_ + .6.)y = -xw (v(f)-v") inn x (0,T), 
J}=ay = 0 in n x {T}, 

y = 0 on an X (0, T), 
(3.7) 

where Xw is the characteristic function of w. As before, we denote the solution to (3.7) as y(f) to 

emphasize its dependence on f. For the theoretical analysis and the numerical solution of (3.7) 
in the case of 0 < a < 1, one difficulty is the treatment of the terminal condition, which involves 

the backward Riemann-Liouville integral as t • T. To circumvent this, we further introduce 

z(f) := 4=ay(f), which obviously satisfies 

{ 
(a;J,_ - L)z = -xw J}=a (v(f) - v0) 

z=0 
z=0 

inn x (0,T), 
inn x {T}, 

on an X (0, T). 
(3.8) 

Since v(f) - v0 E £ 00 (0, T; L2 (w)), the source term of (3.8) belongs to P(0, T; L2 (n)) for any 

"( E (1, l~a). Similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.2(a), one can verify atz(f) E P(0, T; Hc}(n)). 

Hence, differentiating z(f) = J}=ay(f) indicates D;f,_y(f) = atzU) E P(0, T; HJ(n)) for any 

"( E (1, l~a). 
To proceed, we shall turn to the variational method to define the weak solutions to (3.5) and 

(3. 7). Motivated by the definition of weak solutions to traditional evolution equations e.g. in [3], 
we employ formula (2.1) in Lemma 2.1 to provide the following definition. 

Definition 3.1 Let O <a:::; 1 and f, 1 E HJ(n). 

(a) We say that w(l) E £ 00 (0, T; HJ(n)) is a weak solution to (3.5) if 
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holds for all test functions y E £ 1 (0, T; HJ(n)) satisfying D!J,_y E £ 1 (0, T; L2 (n)) and J}-="'y = 0 

inn X {T}. 
(b) For some fixed I E (1, l~a), we say that y(f) E £"1(0,T;HJ(n)) satisfying D!J,_y(f) E 

£"1(0, T; L2 (n)) is a weak solution to (3.7) if J}-="'y(f) = 0 inn x {T} and 

holds for all test functions w E £=(o, T; HJ(n)). 

In the above definition, the weak solution to the backward problem (3.7) is slightly stronger 

than that to the forward problem (3.5) because D!J,_y(f) makes sense in £-Y(0, T; L2 (n)). Now we 

can take y = y(f) and w = w(f) as mutual test functions in Definition 3.1 to calculate 

lTL w(f) (v(f) - v 8) dxdt = lTl (vw(f) • Vy(!) - w(f) (D!J,_y(f))) dxdt 

= 1 f (J}-=ay(f))( ·, 0) dx = j T z(f)( ·, 0) dx. 
a a 

Plugging the above equality into (3.6), we obtain 

iJ!y)f = l f(z(f)(-, 0) - K 6/) dx. 

Since f E HJ(n) is chosen arbitrarily, it follows from the variational principle that the minimizer 

/. E HJ (n) of (3.4) is the weak solution to the following boundary value problem for an elliptic 

equation 

{
K6f* = z(f.)( · ,0) inn, 

J. = 0 on an. (3.9) 

Consequently, in the same manner as [7], we can propose the following iterative thresholding update 

{ 
1 M 

6/e+1 = -M z(fe)( ·, 0) + -M 6/e inn, +K +K 
fe+1 = 0 on an, 

(3.10) 

where M > 0 is a tuning parameter. Now we summarize the numerical reconstruction scheme for 

Problem 1.1 with O < a :C::: 1 as follows. 

Algorithm 3.2 Choose a tolerance E > 0, a regularization parameter K > 0 and a tuning 

parameter M > 0. Give an initial guess / 0 E HJ(n) (e.g., / 0 = 0), and set£= 0. 

1. Compute fe+i by the iterative update (3.10). 
2. If 11/e+i -/ellH'(n)/11/ellH'(O) < E, stop the iteration. Otherwise, update£+- £+1 and return 

to Step 1. 

By choosing M > 0 suitably large, the convergence of the sequence {/e}~0 C HJ(n) is guar

anteed by [2]. In each step of the iteration, it suffices to solve 3 differential equations, i.e., the 

modified forward problem (3.3) for v(fe), the backward problem (3.8) for z(fe), and the boundary 

value problem for the Poisson equation (3.10) for fe+i-

Remark 3.3 Similarly, if we penalize the £ 2-norm off instead of V f in the definition (3.4) 
of iJ!(f), then the resulting iterative thresholding update turns out to be 

1 M 
fe+1 = M + K z(fe)( ·, 0) + M + Je, 
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which differs from the scheme (3.10) only on the cost of solving a Poisson equation numerically. 

Nevertheless, since we assumed f E HJ(n), such sacrifice on the computational cost is unimportant 

in view of pursuing more accurate reconstruction of the profile in the H 1 sense. 

3.2 Case of 1 < a ~ 2 

Now we consider (3.1) in the case of 1 <a::::; 2 with f E HJ(n). Analogously to the proof of 

Lemma 2.2(b), one can easily check 

u(J) E L=(o, T; H 2 (n) n HJ(n)), Otu(J) E P(0, T; HJ(n)), 

where I E (1, 22°'). Again setting v(J) := J5+°'(8t + p · V)u(J), v0 := J5+°'(8t + p · V)u0 and 
freezing the boundary condition of v(J) as JJ+°'(p • Vu0 ), we know v(f) E w1,=(o,T;H1 (n)), 

v6 E L=(o, T; L 2 (w)) and v(J) satisfies 

{
(80+ - L)v = 0 

v = 0, OtV = f 

v = JJ+°'(p • Vu6 ) 

inn X (0, T), 

inn x {0}, 

on on X (0, T). 

Treating the same minimization problem (3.4) and repeating the calculation of the Frechet deriva

tive, again we obtain (3.6), where w(f) E w1,=(o, T; HJ(n)) satisfies 

{
(80+-L)w=~ innx(0,T), 

w = o, 8tw = f inn x {0}, 

w = 0 on an x (0, T). 
(3.11) 

In a parallel manner as before, we investigate the solution y(f) to the backward problem 

{ 
(Dr_ - L)y = Xw (v(f) - v 6 ) inn x (0, T), 

Jf=°'y = D';f,= 1y = 0 in n x {T}, 
y = 0 on on X (0, T) 

(3.12) 

and the further auxiliary function z(J) := Jf=°'y(f) satisfying 

{ 
(8r_ - L)z = Xw Jf=°' (v(f) - v 6 ) ~n n x (0, T), 

z = OtZ = 0 m n x {T}, 
z = 0 on an x (0, T). 

By a similar argument as that in the previous subsection, one can verify y(J), D';f,=1y(J) E 

P(0, T; HJ(n)) with some I E (1, 22°'). Next, we employ formulae (2.2) and (2.3) in Lemma 
2.l(b) to define the weak solutions to (3.11) and (3.12), respectively. 

Definition 3.4 Let 1 <a::::; 2 and f,f E HJ(n). 

( a) We say that w(f) E L= (0, T; HJ (n)) n w1,= (0, T; L 2 (n)) is a weak solution to (3.11) if 

lT!o { Vw(J) • Vy - ( Otw(J)) (D';f,= 1y)} dxdt = lo J(Jf=°'y)( ·, 0) dx 

holds for all test functions y E L 1 (0, T; HJ(n)) satisfying D';f,=1 y E L1 (0, T; L 2 (n)) and Jf=°'y = 0 
inn X {T}. 

(b) For some fixed I E (1, 22°'), we say that y(f) E P(0,T;HJ(n)) satisfying D';f,=1y(J) E 

P(0, T; L2 (n)) is a weak solution to (3.12) if Jf=°'y(f) = D';f,=1y(f) = 0 inn x {T} and 

lT!o (Vw • Vy(f) - (8tw) (D';f,= 1y(f))) dxdt = lTL w (v(f) - v 6 ) dxdt 

holds for all test functions w E L=(o, T; HJ(n))nw1,=(o, T; L2 (n)) satisfying w(f) = 0 in nx {0}. 
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Taking w(f) and y(J) as mutual test functions in the above definition, again we obtain 

1T1 w(f) (v(f) - v8 ) dxdt = lTin { "ilw(f) • "ily(f) - ( atw(f)) (D';],=1y(f))} dxdt 

= in f(f;,="'y(f))(-, 0) dx =inf z(f)(-, 0) dx. 

As a result, formally we arrive at the same Euler-Lagrange equation (3.9) and thus the thresholding 

iterative update (3.10). 

4 Reconstruction scheme for two unknown profiles 

On the same direction as that of the previous section, in this section we attempt to develop 

a numerical reconstruction scheme for Problem 1.1 in the case of two unknown profiles. More 

precisely, let 1 <a:<:: 2, f,g E HJ(O) and denote by u(f,g) the solution to (1.1)-(1.2). Similarly 

as before, by !true, 9true E HJ(O) and u8 we denote the true profiles and the observation data, 

respectively. As a generalization of (3.2), here we assume that there exists I E (1, 2~a) such that 

u8 E W 2•7 (0, T; H 2 (w)), lluUtrue, 9true) - u8 llw2,7(0,T;H2(w)) :<:: 8. 

Meanwhile, introducing 

v(f, g) := J5+"'(at + p · "il)(at + q · "il)u(f, g), v8 := J5+"'(at + p · "il)(at + q · "il)u8 

and freezing the boundary condition of v(f, g) as 

v8 = (p + q) · "il(a{;+ 1u8 ) + p · "il(q · "il(J6+"'u8 )) on an x (0, T), 

we see that v8 E L00 (0,T;L2 (w)) and it was shown in [17, §4.2] that v(f,g) satisfies 

{
(ag-+-6)v=0 inOx(O,T), 

v=f+g, atv=q·"ilf+p·"ilg inOx{O}, 

V = v 8 on an X (0,T). 
(4.1) 

Then it follows from Lemma 2.2(b) and Holder's inequality that v(f, g) E L00 (0, T; H 1 (0)) for any 

f, g E HJ(O). 
Since the unknown profiles f, g appears in the initial values of ( 4.1), it is natural to divide 

the reconstruction into two steps, i.e., the simultaneous recovery of the initial values and then the 

determination off, g by the information off+ g and q · "i7 f + p · "i7 g. To this end, it is convenient 

to rewrite the initial condition of (4.1) as 

v( ·, 0) = a := f + g E H5 (0), atv( · , 0) = b := q · "i7 f + p · "i7 g E HJ (0) ( 4.2) 

and denote the solution to (4.1) as v(a, b). 

4.1 Iterative thresholding scheme for the initial values 

As a natural generalization of the minimization problem (3.4), we consider the following mul

tivariable minimization problem with two penalty terms 

min w(a, b) := llv(a, b) - v8 ll~2c co T)) + 11d6alli2cn) + K1 ll"i1blli2cn), (4.3) 
(a,b)EH5(!1)xH/,(!1) wx , 

where K1, K2 > 0 are regularization parameters. Here, owing to a E HJ(O) and b E HJ(O), we 

know that ll6allL2(n) and ll"ilbllucn) are equivalent to llallH2(n) and llbllH'(n), respectively. 
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To calculate the Frechet derivative of w for ( a, b) E H5 (n) x HJ (n) on the direction (a, b) E 

H5(n) x HJ(n), we pick a small c > 0 to calculate 

- - T 
w(a+ca,b+cb)-w(a,b) 11 (--b){ ( -b -b) ( b) 2 "}d d ---------- = w a, v a+ca, +c +v a, - v x t 

c O w 

+K2 fn LaL(2a+ca)dx+K1 L v'b·v'(2b+cb)dx, 

where w(a, b) := ( v(a +ca, b +Eb) - v(a, b))/c E L00 (0, T; HJ (n)) satisfies 

{
(a0+-L)w=__? innx(0,T), 

w = a, atw = b inn x {0}, 

w = 0 on an x (0, T). 

Then by passing c --+ 0 and integration by parts, we deduce 

v'W(a,b). (a,b) = lim w(a+ca,b+cb)-w(a,b) 
2 e• O ~ 

(4.4) 

= 1T1 w(a, b) (v(a, b) - v8) dxdt + 1,;2 L Lai'-adx + 1,;1 L Vb• v'bdx 

= 1TL w(a, b) {Xw (v(a, b) - v8 )} dxdt + L ( K27ii'-2a - 1,; 1bi'-b) dx 

= L [1T w(a,b) {xw (v(a, b) -v8 )} dt + (~) · ( ::~:~)] dx, (4.5) 

where we employed v(a + Ea,b + /3b) --+ v(a,b) in L1 (0,T;L 2 (w)) as c--+ 0, and interpret 
L 2a E H-2 (n) and Lb E H- 1 (n) for convenience. 

In order to derive the Euler-Lagrange equation for the minimizer of ( 4.3), again we shall turn 

to the solution y(a, b) to the backward problem 

{ 
(D:J,_ - L)y = Xw (v(a, b) - v8) inn x (0, T), 
Jf=°'y = D';J,=1 y = 0 in n X {T}, 
y = 0 on an X (0, T) 

as well as its Caputo counterpart z(a, b) := Jf=cxy(a, b) satisfying 

{ 
(a:J,_ - L)z = Xw Jf=°' (v(a, b) - v8 ) '.n n x (0, T), 
z = atz = 0 m n x {T}, 
z = 0 on an X (0, T). 

Similarly to the argument for (3.7) and (3.8), one can employ Lemma 2.2(b) to verify that 

y(a, b) = a';J,= 1z(a, b) E P'(0, T; HJ(n)), D:f,_y(a, b) = a;z(a, b) E P'(0, T, L2(n)) 

for any, E (1, 2~a). 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

Now we are well prepared to provide the definitions of the weak solutions to (4.4) and (4.6). 

Definition 4.1 Let l <a:::; 2 and a,b,a,b E H5(n). 
(a) We say that w(a,b) E L00 (0,T;HJ(n)) is a weak solution to (4.4) if 

1TL (vw(a, b). Vy+ w(a, b) (D:J,_y)) dxdt = L (bJf="y - 7i D';J,= 1 y) (-, o) dx 
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holds for all test functions y E L1 (0,T;H6(!1)) satisfying Dr-YE L 1 (0,T;L2 (!1)) and fJ.=°'y = 
nc,;.=1y = 0 in !1 x {T}. 

(b) For some fixed I E (1, 22a), we say that y(a, b) E P(0, T; HJ(!1)) satisfying Dr_y(a, b) E 

£1' (0, T; L2 (!1)) is a weak solution to ( 4.6) if if=°'y( a, b) = nc,;.=1y( a, b) = 0 in !1 x {T} and 

1Tl (v'w. v'y(a, b) + w (Dr_y(a, b))) dxdt = 1TL w (v(a, b) - v8 ) dxdt 

holds for all test functions w E £ 00 (0, T; HJ(!1)). 

In comparison with Definition 3.4, the above definition requires lower time regularity for the 

solution to the forward problem (4.4), whereas requires higher time regularity for that to the 

backward problem ( 4.6). As before, it is routine to take y( a, b) and w(a, b) as mutual test functions 

to deduce 

1TL w(a, b) (v(a, b) - v 8) dxdt = 1Tl (v1w(a, b). v'y(a, b) + w(a, b)(Dr_y(a, b))) dxdt 

= lo (b J;=°'y(a, b) - anc,;.=1y(a, b)) (-, 0) dx 

= 1 (~) . (-8tz(a, b)) (., O) dx. 
n b z(a,b) 

Substituting the above equality into ( 4.5), we arrive at 

v'\J!(a,b)•(a,b) = r (~). (-8tz(a,b)(·,0)+K262a)dx 
2 Jn b z(a,b)(·,0)-K16b · 

In other words, the minimizer (a.,b.) E HG(rl) x HJ(!1) of (4.3) is the weak solution to the 

following Euler-Lagrange equation 

{
K2 6 2 a._= 8tz(a., b.)( ·, 0), 

in !1. 
K16b. - z(a.,b,)( ·,O) 

Especially, a. satisfies a bi-Laplace equation in the sense of H-2(!1). Therefore, in a similar 

manner as before, we can design the following iterative thresholding update to produce a sequence 

{(a£, bt)} c HG(rl) x HJ(!1) approximating (a., b.): 

{
6 2at+i =Ml 8tz(at,bt)(·,0)+ MM2 6 2at, 

2+K2 2+K2 
1 M1 in !1, 

6bt+1 = M z(at, bt)( ·, 0) + M 6bt 
1 + Kl 1 + Kl 

(4.8) 

where M1, M2 > 0 are large parameters guaranteeing the convergence of ( 4.8). By terminating 

(4.8) appropriately, one can obtain a good approximation of (a., b,). Parallel to the iterative 

update (3.10) for recovering one profile, the implementation of ( 4.8) only involves the solutions of 

2 evolution equations, that is, (4.1) and (4.7). 

We close this subsection by summarizing the numerical reconstruction scheme for Problem 1.1 

with two unknown profiles as follows. 

Algorithm 4.2 Choose a tolerance E > 0, two regularization parameters K1, K2 > 0 and two 

tuning parameters M1, M 2 > 0. Give an initial guess (a0 , b0 ) E HG(rl) x HJ(!1) (e.g., a0 = b0 = 0), 

and set£= 0. 

1. Compute (aH1, bH1) by the iterative update (4.8). 

2. If max{llat+l - atllH2 (n)/llatllH2 (fl), llbt+l - btllH'(fl)/llbtllH'(fl)} < E, stop the iteration. 
Otherwise, update £ +- £ + 1 and return to Step 1. 
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4.2 Elliptic approach to solving the convection equation 

Supposing that the initial values of (4.1) are known, in this subsection we develop an efficient 

numerical scheme to reconstruct the two unknown profiles. By the relation ( 4.2), it suffices to solve 

the convection equation 

r-Vf=c:=b+p-VaEHJ(O), fEH5(0) (4.9) 

for f and thus g = a - f, where ]Rd 3 r := q- p =I= 0. Since the unknown function f is sufficiently 

smooth and vanishes on 80, we attempt to transform the first order equation (4.9) to some second 

order elliptic equations for better stability. 

To this end, we introduce the change of variables 

(4.10) 

where * denotes some d X ( d - 1) matrix. In other words, Q is a d X d orthogonal matrix whose 

first column is normalized along r. Correspondingly, defining the auxiliary functions 

l(t.l := J(x(t.ll = J(Qt.J, c(t.l := c(x(t.ll = c(Qt.J, 

we know 1 E H5(0) and c E HJ(O) due to the invertibility and the smoothness of this change of 

variables. Especially, by (4.9) we calculate 

~ l(t.) = ~ ( 6 r) · V,,,J(QI:.) = .!:__ · V,,,J(QI:.) = c(Qf.) = c(f.), I:. E fr 
86 86 lrl lrl lrl lrl 

(4.11) 

Noting that (4.11) only involves the first derivative in 6, we write f. = (6;1:.'), where t.' E JRd-l 

is regarded as a parameter. Therefore, we can understand the partial derivative 0t in (4.11) as 

an ordinary one, and differentiating both sides of ( 4.11) with respect to 6 leads to a series of 

boundary value problems for second order ordinary differential equations with parameters f.': 

{ 
d21(6; t.') = 2_ dc(6; I:.') 

d~f lrl d6 ' 

1(6; t.') = 0, 

(6; f.') E 0, 

(6,f.') E 80. 
(4.12) 

Hence, to reconstruct 1 in n, it suffices solve ( 4.12) line by line along 6-axis for any fixed t.', which 

is expected to be numerically cheap. As long as (4.12) is solved for all f. En, one can recover fin 

0 by the relation f(x) = l(QTx) and finally g = a - f. 
We summarize the above procedure by an illustrative example in Figure 2. First, we perform the 

coordinate transformation ( 4.10) so that the direction of the first coordinate 6 coincides with that 

of r. Next, direct calculations yield that the convection equation ( 4.9) in the original coordinate 

system is reduced to a special one ( 4.11) in the new system, which is a series of first order ordinary 

differential equations with respect to 6- Finally, utilizing the homogeneous boundary condition in 

(4.9), we differentiate (4.11) in 6 and arrive at a series of boundary value problems (4.12) of the 

second order. As is indicated by the shade in Figure 2, ( 4.12) can be solved along each segment in 

0 on the direction of r. 

Example 4.3 (1) Ford= 1, it suffices to differentiate (4.9) to obtain a two-point boundary 

value problem 

{
r f" = c' 

f=O 
in 0, 

on an, 
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Figure 2: A two-dimensional illustration of the idea of transforming the convection equation (4.9) 
into a series of second order ordinary differential equations (4.12). 

1 which is automatically included in the framework of (4.12). 

(2) Ford= 2, consider n := {lxl < 1} and r := (1,1?. Then by the above argument, one 

can choose Q = ~ (i -;_1), and (4.12) becomes a series of two-point boundary value problems 

with the parameter 6 E (-1, 1): 

5 Concluding remarks 

1 dc(6;6) 
v12 d6 161< ✓1-e§, 

161= ✓1-e§-

Regardless of the vast difference mainly in quantitative analysis, many inverse problems for 

(time-fractional) evolution equations share certain similarity in methodology and qualitative prop

erties. Accordingly, for some specified inverse problems, it seems reasonable and possible to develop 

universal numerical reconstruction scheme valid for any fractional orders a E (0, 2]. As a typical 

candidate, in [17] and this article, we investigated the inverse moving source problem on deter

mining moving profile(s) in (1.1)-(1.2), which turns out to be novel for (time-fractional) evolution 

equations from both theoretical and numerical aspects. Guaranteed by the uniqueness claimed 

in [17], here we adopted a conventional minimization procedure to construct iterative thresholding 

schemes (Algorithms 3.2 and 4.2) for recovering one or two unknown profile(s), which follows the 

same line as that in [7]. However, unlike [7], here we actually proposed two independent numerical 

methods, namely, 

1. an iterative method for classical backward problems on determining initial values, and 

2. an elliptic method for convection equations with whole boundary conditions. 

The first method seems novel for the simultaneous reconstruction of two initial values in the case 

of 1 < a < 2, and the second one is expected to improve the numerical stability and efficiency. Es

pecially, since usual convection equations only require the in-flow condition on a partial boundary, 

to the author's knowledge there seems no literature on this direction. 

Finally, we summarize several important future topics related to this article. 

1. Needless to say, the immediate task should be the implementation of the proposed algorithms. 

Examining the whole process, we shall apply some mollification method for differentiating the 

noisy data, and prepare a forward solver for 1 < a < 2. Meanwhile, it would be interesting 

to observe the numerical performance as a • 2. If the equation behaves closer to a wave 

equation in the sense of the finite wave propagation speed, it should require more observation 

time for stable recovery. 
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2. Similarly to [17], the numerical schemes proposed in previous sections work for more general 

formulation than (1.1), e.g., an elliptic part with constant coefficients instead of -6. How

ever, the key introduction [17, eq. ( 4.2)] of auxiliary functions fails whenever the governing 

operator involves variable coefficients. It would be interesting to find alternative ways to 

overcome this difficulty. 

3. The assumption (1.2) on the translation of moving sources seems restrictive and mostly 

unrealistic. Inspired by [5], one can consider the replacement of (1.2) e.g. with 

F(x t) = {f(x - p(t)) 0(t), 
' f(x - p(t)) 0(t) + g(x - ((t)) 'r/(t), 

0 <a::::; 1, 

1 <a::::; 2, 
(5.1) 

where p, ( denote the orbits of moving sources, and 0, 'r/ model the time evolution of source 

magnitude. 

4. As another type of inverse moving source problems, the identification of moving orbits was 

studied in [6], whereas its numerical reconstruction is absent except for hyperbolic equations. 

In the framework of (5.1), the orbit inverse problems deserve reconsideration especially from 

a numerical viewpoint. 

5. In [17] and this article, we considered the partial interior data and required the observation 

subdomain to surround the whole boundary. Similarly, one can deal with the case of full 

lateral Cauchy data and investigate the same problem both theoretically and numerically. 

6. On the direction of Subsection 4.2, it would be challenging to develop an elliptic approach 

to boundary value problems for convection equations with variable coefficients, i.e., r = r(x) 

in ( 4.9). It is conjectured that if the flows determined by r do not intersect each other and 

possess ergodicity, then we can reduce ( 4.9) into a series of second order ordinary differential 

equations on flows. In such a way, the convection equation can be related with elliptic 

equations with Laplace-Beltrami operators on Riemannian manifolds. 
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